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Reviews

FUTURE PERFECT, by H. Bruce Franklin. New York: .Oxford University
Press, 1966, 402 pp., $6.50'
Except for Jules Verne and H. G. Wells, names of science fiction writers publishing before the Nineteen'Twenties do not come readily to the
minds of most readers. H. Bruce Franklin in his book, Future Perfect, has
included a sizeable number of stories by novelists and short-story writers
(beginning with Poe and"tiawthorne) who have produced what can be
called, by his definition, "science fiction," even though the term itself was
not used until more recent times. Springing from English gothicism and
English romanticism, American fiction did not follow the realistic mode
until late in the nineteenth century. Mr. Franklin's premise is that much
of what we call science fiction is based on ancient literary assumptionsmost of which are not currently fashionable but which appear in the science fiction genre. Franklin's book explores indisputable relationships between sci-fie, the principle modes of fiction and other forms of imaginative
acitivity-such as science, historiography and fantasy. Literary respectability
has come to a genre long associated with pulp publication.
The stories are divided into groups-each group prefaced with descriptive
introductions by the author-and beginning with Hawthorne and Poe,
include fiction dealing with automata, marvelous inventions, medicine men,
explorations of the psyche, space and time travel. Many of the stories are
familiar, from Hawthorne's "Rappacini's Daughter" and Poe's "The Facts
in the Case of M. Valdemar," through Melville's "The Bell-Tower," Ambrose Bierce's "A Psychological Shipwreck," and Mark Twain's "From
the 'London Times' of 19040" the latter one of the few science fictions of
the nineteenth century which predicts an invention (the "telelectroscope")
earlier that it was actually to come.
Mr. Franklin's arguments in support of his main theses are cogent and,
in the light of his remarks, it is ,a pleasure to refresh one's acquaintance
with both the classical and the lesser known science fiction pieces of the
past century.
-M. A.
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THE SPANISH DARK

OTHER POEMS, by How)h.d McCord. Pullman:
Washington State University Press, 1965, 67 pp. $2.
AND

The Spanish Dark is a slender volume of poetry which sells for two dollars. You will probably get more for the two dollars you invest in this book
than you got for the two dollars you spent in the past, no matter where or
when you spent them. Not that the value of poetry is to be measured by .
what it costs but a real bargain should be noted.
If, for some reason, you cannot spend two dollars on a book of poetry,
please read some of these poems anyway. They are more than worth the
long stand in the bookstore aisle. There is something in Howard McCord's
poetry for everyone. Which is not to say that it is vulgar or common. On
the contrary, it is refined and elegant and it has in its particularity a universality which is essential to poetry. The images, and there are many of
th~, are true. They are the mirror, sometimes small, clouded, or distorted,
held up to nature. But no matter the mirror, no matter the nature, the
vision is sharp, personal, and universal. You see yourself as Everyman and
Everyman as you.
These poems are fun to read. Long after you have straightened out the
misprints in the N ~ York Times and forgotten what they said you can
return to these poems to be teased and puzzled, to work and worry over
meanings and references which are both obscure and painfully clear. You
become again as a child learning a new language, the sound of which is delight, the content the multiplicity of reality.
One should not talk about poetry but read it. Yet it is not proper to
tear a quotation out of one of Mr. McCord's poems for that would spoil
both the quotation and the subsequent reading of the poem. To present
a whole poem is not quite proper either since that might lead you to believe that it was a representative sample of the poems in The Spanish
Dark. The quality of a single poem could suggest the quality of the book
but one of the delights of the book is in the surprising variety of poems in
it. No single poem can suggest that. So, no samples. Buy the book.
-Bernard Hanson
Bernard Hanson is chairman of the Liberal Arts Department of the Philadelphia
College of Art. An art historian who has taught at the UniverSity of New Mexico and
. at other universities, Mr. Hanson spent last summer in India on a Fulbright grant with
the United States Educational Foundation. He has traveled widely in Europe and the
Orient.
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